A Strong Protective Action of Guttiferone-A, a Naturally Occurring Prenylated Benzophenone, Against Iron-Induced Neuronal Cell Damage
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Abstract. Guttiferone-A (GA) is a natural occurring polyisoprenylated benzophenone with several reported pharmacological actions. We have assessed the protective action of GA on iron-induced neuronal cell damage by employing the PC12 cell line and primary culture of rat cortical neurons (PCRCN). A strong protection by GA, assessed by the 2,3-bis(2-methoxy-4-nitro-5-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium-5-carbox-anilide (XTT) assay, was revealed, with IC₅₀ values <1 µM. GA also inhibited Fe³⁺–ascorbate reduction, iron-induced oxidative degradation of 2-deoxyribose, and iron-induced lipid peroxidation in rat brain homogenate, as well as stimulated oxygen consumption by Fe²⁺ autoxidation. Absorption spectra and cyclic voltammograms of GA–Fe²⁺/Fe³⁺ complexes suggest the formation of a transient charge transfer complex between Fe²⁺ and GA, accelerating Fe²⁺ oxidation. The more stable Fe³⁺ complex with GA would be unable to participate in Fenton-Haber Weiss-type reactions and the propagation phase of lipid peroxidation. The results show a potential of GA against neuronal diseases associated with iron-induced oxidative stress.
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Introduction

Oxidative stress resulting from increased iron levels has been implicated in neuronal cell death in Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, multiple sclerosis, Huntington’s disease, and other neurodegenerative diseases (1–5). Iron ions catalyze the conversion of less reactive species such as H₂O₂ and lipid peroxides into more reactive species such as hydroxyl and peroxyl/alkoxyl radicals (6). In this regard, antioxidant and iron-chelating strategies have become a focus of attention for prevention and treatment of neurodegeneration (7). Studies on the etiology of neurodegenerative diseases indicate that iron-dependent oxidative stress depletes antioxidant defense in brain (8–10). In fact, several iron-chelating agents exhibit neuroprotective action in animal models (11–13). Therefore, for effective protection against neurodegenerative diseases, the association between antioxidant and iron chelating actions may be required (14).

The interest in the antioxidant properties of polyphenols to prevent and treat neurodegenerative diseases is relatively recent, so only few compounds have been tested for these actions. For example, green tea polyphenols was reported to protect brain synaptosomes from iron-induced lipid peroxidation (15). Also, both green tea and wine polyphenols were reported to inhibit aggregation and accumulation of amyloid β (Aβ) fibrils (16) as well as to protect from Aβ neurotoxicity (17).

Guttiferone-A (GA) is a polyisoprenylated benzope-
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none derivative (Fig. 1) firstly isolated from *S. globulifera* roots (18) and recently, by our group, from *Garcinia aristata* (Griseb.) fresh fruits (unpublished results); it is a bicyclo-[3.3.1]-nonane derivative with only one aliphatic methyl belonging to a bicyclo moiety. GA presents anti-HIV (18), cytotoxic (19), trypanocidal, antiplasmodial (20), and leishmanicidal activities (21). The presence of a planar chelating six-membered cyclic system electronically delocalized and two phenolic hydroxyl groups in the GA structure provide both antioxidant and iron-chelating potentials; these potentials, however, have been little explored. We have therefore assessed the protective action of GA on PC12 cells and primary culture of rat cortical neurons (PCRCN), as well as redox aspects in rat brain homogenate, and tried to associate this action with the GA antioxidant and iron-chelating potentials.

**Materials and Methods**

**Reagents**

All reagents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Corp. (St. Louis, MO, USA). Stock solutions of GA or α-tocopherol were prepared in absolute ethanol and added to the cell cultures at 1/1000 (v/v) dilution.

**Isolation and identification of GA**

Fresh fruits of *Garcinia aristata* (Griseb.) B ORHIDI were collected in the Jardín Botánico Nacional (Habana, Cuba) in July 2008 and identified by Dr. C. Victor Fuentes Fiallo. A voucher specimen (No. 700) was deposited in the Herbario del Instituto de Investigaciones Fundamentales de la Agricultura Alejandro de Humbolt. Fresh fruits (2.5 kg) were extracted with *n*-hexane (5 L × 2) for 7 days at room temperature (25°C) by using a procedure similar to that previously reported to obtain aristophenone (22). A yellow residue (7.8 g) was obtained after concentration under reduced pressure (40°C) and a portion (2 g) was purified by semi-preparative high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Phenomenex C-18 column, CH3OH / 0.01% trifluoroacetic acid 9:1, flow rate 2.5 ml/min) in order to obtain around 0.8 g of compound 1 and 0.9 g of compound 2. These compounds were initially identified as GA and aristophenone by 1H NMR and ESI-MS spectra, respectively. Compound 1 was purified by successive crystallizations from hexane solutions (purity: 99% by HPLC), and its structure was confirmed as GA by 1H NMR, COSY, and HMBC spectra employing the same spectroscopic conditions previously reported (18). Briefly, the 1H NMR spectrum exhibited 9 methyl groups between δ 1.24 and 1.70, an aromatic AMX spin system [δ 7.19 (d, J = 2 Hz), 6.67 (d, J = 8 Hz), 6.95 (dd, J = 2 and 8 Hz)], and five vinyl protons between δ 4.8 and 5.3. Three proton signals (δH 1.24 (CH3-22) and δH 1.21, 1.40 (CH2-23) showed HMBC correlations to three carbon signals at δ 68.7 (C-4), δ 51.8 (C-5), and δ 41.0 (C-6), indicating the presence of a 3-methylbut-2-enyl moiety attached to C-5 and the existence of a bicyclo-[3.3.1]-nonane derivative. All connectivities established by HMBC and COSY spectra were identical to those shown previously for GA (18). Additionally, the ESI-MS spectrum of GA showed a protonated molecule [M+H]+ at m/z 603 and its fragmentation yielded ions resulting from successive elimination of the alkyl chains from the bicyclo core (18).

**Cell cultures**

The pheochromocytoma (PC12) cells were a kindly gift of Dr. Beatriz Caputto from Cordoba National University, Argentina and Dr. Mari Cleide Sogayar from São Paulo University, Brazil. Cells at passage seven were routinely maintained in Dulbecco’s modified essential medium (DMEM) with L-glutamine (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) and supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated equine serum (Labiofam, Havana, Cuba), 5% inactivated fetal bovine serum (Sigma), 50 U/ml penicillin, and 10 mg/ml streptomycin (Sigma) in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air / 5% CO2, at 37°C. The growth medium was replaced every 3 days; and on day 7, cells were trypsinized (Sigma) and reseeded at a density of 1.3 × 105 cells/ml in 96-multiwell flat bottom plates (Corning Costar, Sigma) for a further 24 h incubation.

PCRCN were obtained as previously described (23), with modifications. Briefly, whole brains from 17 days embryonic Wistar rats (CENPALAB, Havana, Cuba) were kept in calcium and magnesium-free Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS; Gibco, Paisley, UK). Cerebral
meninges-free cortices were dissected and dissociated in HBSS. Tissue pieces were incubated in trypsin (Sigma) (0.1% in HBSS) for 20 min, at 37°C, and manipulated in triturating solution using flame polished Pasteur pipettes. Cells were reconstituted in growth medium containing 85% DMEM with l-glutamine, 10% fetal bovine serum, 50 U/ml penicillin, and 10 mg/ml streptomycin. Viable cells, demonstrated by trypan blue exclusion, were plated on poly-L-lysine (Sigma) (0.01% in distilled water)-coated 96-multiwell flat bottom plates (Corning Costar, Sigma) at a density of 5 × 10^4 cells/ml. The cell culture was incubated in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air / 5% CO２ at 37°C, and used after 24 h. The protocol of animal experiments was approved by the Animal Experimentation Ethics Committee of Havana University.

Assessment of GA cytotoxicity

PC12 cells (1.3 × 10^5 cells/ml) or PCRCN (5 × 10^5 cells/ml), seeded in 96-multiwell flat bottom plates, were incubated with different GA concentrations (0.001 – 50 μM) or absolute ethanol (0.001% in growth medium) as vehicle control, for 48 h. After incubation, cell viability was measured by the XTT assay (see above). Briefly, 0.05 ml XTT labelling mixture was added per well and after 4 h incubation in 5% CO₂ at 37°C, absorbance at 450 nm was determined in a microplate reader.

Induction of cell oxidative damage and treatment with GA

The neuroprotective action of GA was tested on PC12 cells and PCRCN (0.001 – 50 μM) by means of two experimental approaches: i) pre-incubation of cells for 24 h with GA or α-tocopherol (1 mM) before inducing oxidative damage with FeSO４ (5 mM) and ascorbic acid (2 mM), and ii) co-incubation for 24 h with GA or α-tocopherol (1 mM), FeSO４ (5 mM), and ascorbic acid (2 mM). After 24 h, the cell supernatant was removed and cell viability was measured by the XTT assay (see above).

Determination of Fe²⁺ concentration

The concentration of Fe²⁺ was determined in 10 mM phosphate buffer pH 6.5 (2 ml) by the formation of a red complex with 1,10-phenanthroline (5 mM), as previously described (24).

Oxygen consumption monitoring

Oxygen consumption associated to ferrous ion oxidation was polarographically monitored with a Clark-type electrode (Hansatech Instruments, Pentney King’s Lynn, UK) in a 1.3-ml glass chamber equipped with a magnetic stirrer, at 30°C. The rate of oxygen consumption (ROC) was expressed as nmol O₂/ml per min.

Lipid peroxidation assay

Lipid peroxidation was assessed by malondialdehyde (MDA) production in rat’s brain homogenate, as previously described (25), with few modifications. Briefly, rats were sacrificed by diethyl ether intoxication and whole brains were dissected out. Then, brains were washed in saline solution, weighed, minced quickly, and homogenized in 4 ml of cold phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 6.5) per gram of wet weight, using a Potter Elvehjem-type tissue homogenizer. The homogenate was centrifuged at 2000 × g for 10 min at 4°C and diluted supernatant (1:3 in cold phosphate buffer) was used for MDA determination. Homogenate oxidation mixtures in the presence of FeCl₃ and ascorbic acid (100 mM final concentrations) were heated at 37°C for 60 min and 0.4 ml was included in the final reaction mixture with 0.25 ml trichloroacetic acid (100%) and 0.05 ml thiobarbituric acid (12 M). This final mixture were strongly stirred and incubated further for 30 min in 100°C heated water. Finally, the cooled mixture (25°C) was centrifuged for 15 min at 1000 × g and absorbance at 532 nm was determined in the supernatant. MDA concentration was calculated from ε = 1.56 × 10^5 M⁻¹·cm⁻¹ (26).

2-Deoxyribose oxidation assay

The formation of hydroxyl (·OH) radicals was assessed through 2-deoxyribose oxidative degradation; it produces MDA, which condensates with thiobarbituric acid, forming a coloured adduct (27). Typical reactions were started by addition of ascorbate (0.1 mM final concentration) to a solution containing 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.2), 2.8 mM 2-deoxyribose, 0.1 mM ethylendiamine tetracetic acids (EDTA), 25 μM FeCl₃, and 2.8 mM H₂O₂, in the absence or presence of GA (0.01 – 100 μM). Reactions were carried out for 1 h at 37°C in a shaking bath to ensure continuous flow of O₂ into the tubes and terminated by the addition of 1 ml of 2.8% (w/v) trichloacetic acid followed by 1 ml 1% thiobarbituric acid solution in 50 mM NaOH. After heating at 80°C for 20 min, absorbance at 532 nm was determined.

Determination of Fe²⁺ and Fe³⁺ complexes with GA

Fe²⁺ (FeCl₃, 10 – 200 μM final concentration) and Fe³⁺ (FeCl₃, 12.5 – 100 μM final concentration) were added to 2 ml 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 6.5) containing 2 mM citrate and 50 μM GA (2 ml final volume). An immediate wavelength scan from 200 – 400 nm was performed in a Hitachi 2001 spectrophotometer (Hitachi, Tokyo), at 28°C. This allowed the observation of changes in the
characteristic peak of GA at a wavelength near 270 nm due to formation of Fe$^{2+}$/Fe$^{3+}$–GA complexes. As in the electrochemical experiments, aliquots of the acidic aqueous fresh solution of FeCl$_3$ or FeCl$_2$ were added to give the solutions at the desired concentrations.

**Electrochemical assays**

Electrochemical assays were carried out with a BAS CV-27 potentiostat (Bioanalytical System, Inc., West Lafayette, IN, USA) by employing conventional electrochemical cells with three electrodes; the data were recorded on an Omnigraphic 100 recorder (Texas Instruments, Houston, TX, USA). A glassy carbon electrode with 0.0314 cm$^2$ geometric area, polished with 1 $\mu$m alumina–water suspension and rinsed thoroughly with water and acetone, was used as working electrode. A platinum wire was used as the counter electrode and all potentials are referenced to a sodium saturated silver/silver chloride electrode [Ag/AgCl/KCl(sat)] without regard for the liquid junction potential. The cyclic voltammetric studies were carried out at 100 mV/s sweep rate in 5 ml of 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution (pH 7), where aliquots of 100 mM dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) solution of GA were added. Since the cyclic voltammograms were recorded at a window potential including negative ranges, oxygen-free solution was obtained by bubbling argon through it. When the potential was scanned, the inert gas was kept in the solution to ensure that any oxidation reaction was not begun by oxygen. For the electrochemical process of GA in the presence of Fe$^{3+}$, aliquots of a fresh acidic aqueous solution of FeCl$_3$ were added to give final concentrations of 100, 250, and 450 $\mu$M. For the electrochemical process of GA in presence of Fe$^{2+}$, aliquots of GA in DMSO (210 $\mu$M final concentration) were added to 2 mM FeCl$_2$ solution in 0.1 M acetate/acetic acid buffer (pH 5). The solutions were stirred for 30 s and allowed to rest for 30 s for equilibration.

**Statistical analyses**

All the data are expressed as a mean ± S.D. ANOVA with the Bonferroni post hoc test or $t$-test were used for statistical comparison of the experimental group where appropriate, with statistical significance set at $P < 0.05$. SPSS10 software (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA) was used for data analyses.

**Results**

**Effects of GA on cell viability**

The effects of GA on PC12 cells and PCRCN viability were assessed after 48 h incubation through the XTT reduction assay. Figure 2 shows that in the concentration range used for the protection assay (up to 50 $\mu$M), GA was not toxic to either PC12 cells or PCRCN.

**Protective effects of GA on Fe$^{2+}$ toxicity**

Pre-incubation or co-incubation with GA significantly increased the viability of iron-overloaded cells. This protective effect started at 0.01 and 0.05 $\mu$M for PC12 cells and PCRCN, respectively (Fig. 3: A and B). Pre-incubations of both PC12 cells and PCRCN with GA were more effective than co-incubations (Fig. 3: A and B), as attested by the lower IC$_{50}$ values.

**Fe$^{2+}$–citrate autoxidation / O$_2$ consumption induced by GA**

GA decreased Fe$^{2+}$ levels in a concentration-dependent manner after 5 min incubation with 1 mM citrate (Fig. 4A). The addition of ascorbic acid (2 mM final concentration) to the GA–iron mixture partly restored ferrous ions levels (Fig. 4A). GA also increased the ROC, in apparent association with its stimulatory effect on oxidation of Fe$^{2+}$ to Fe$^{3+}$ (Fig. 4: B and C). In Fig. 4B, line a represents the time-course of oxygen consumption associated with the oxidation of 50 $\mu$M Fe$^{2+}$ to Fe$^{3+}$ in the absence of GA (ROC = 91.39 ± 4.32 nmol O$_2$/ml per min). Increasing concentrations of GA enhanced ROC associated to ferrous ions oxidation: 115.3 ± 5.16, 184.0 ± 3.94, 203.8 ± 4.48, and 234.68 ± 5.25 nmol O$_2$/ml per min when Fe$^{2+}$ was incubated with 25 (line b), 50 (line c), 100 (line d), and 200 (line e) $\mu$M GA, respectively. We have used 1,10-phenantroline to measure the levels of Fe$^{2+}$ formation from Fe$^{3+}$ solution (50 $\mu$M) in presence of 2 mM ascorbate and GA, as well as the rate...
of O$_2$ consumption due to autoxidation of Fe$^{2+}$ originated from Fe$^{3+}$–ascorbate reduction. Figure 5A shows that GA inhibits the reduction of ferric ions elicited by ascorbate,
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in a concentration-dependent manner, reaching near full inhibition at 100 μM. These results suggest a composition of 2:1 for the GA–Fe³⁺ complex at pH 7.2 and low iron concentrations. Figure 5B confirms these results. Line a shows an almost null oxygen consumption in 50 μM ferric solution with 100 μM GA (without ascorbate), indicating no reduction process in ferric ions (ROC = 0.58 ± 0.11 nmol O₂/ml per min). Line b shows oxygen consumption due to Fe²⁺ (formed by Fe³⁺–ascorbate reduction) autoxidation (ROC = 107.0 ± 4.87). Lines c, d, and e show inhibitory effects of 25, 50, and 100 μM GA, respectively, on Fe²⁺ formation from Fe³⁺–ascorbate reduction. ROC values were 88.39 ± 5.45, 68.72 ± 3.97, and 5.63 ± 1.48 nmol O₂/ml per min, respectively.

GA effects on iron-induced lipid peroxidation

Rat brain phospholipids undergo a rapid non-enzymatic peroxidation, yielding MDA, when exposed to ferric chloride and ascorbic acid. GA inhibited MDA formation in rat brain homogenate incubated with Fe³⁺–ascorbate mixture (Fig. 6).

GA effects on 2-deoxyribose oxidative degradation

Competition studies were performed to assess the effectiveness of GA, compared to the classical ·OH scavenger DMSO (20 mM), to protect 2-deoxyribose (2.8 mM) from iron-mediated oxidative damage (Fig. 7). Protection by GA at the micromolar concentration range was far more effective than protection by DMSO at the

---

**Fig. 5.** GA inhibits Fe³⁺ reduction induced by ascorbate. A) Inhibition by GA of ascorbate-induced Fe³⁺ reduction, after 10-min incubation in a medium consisting of GA (0 – 100 μM), 2 mM citrate, 50 μM FeCl₃, and 5 mM 1,10-phenanthroline in 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, at 28°C. Reaction was initiated with 2 mM ascorbate and absorbance at 510 nm was determined: a) No GA; b) 25, c) 50, and d) 100 μM GA. Values are each the mean ± S.D. of three different experiments. B) Effects of GA on O₂ consumption by Fe²⁺ (formed by Fe³⁺–ascorbate reduction) autoxidation, under the same experimental condition described in panel A. Reaction was initiated with 2 mM ascorbate (except in line a): a) 100 μM GA, no ascorbate addition; b) no GA; c) 25, d) 50, and e) 100 μM GA. Traces are representative of three assays. C) Rate of oxygen consumption after 90-s incubation, as described in panel B. Values are each the mean ± S.D. of three different experiments. *P < 0.05 vs. experiment without GA (line b).

**Fig. 6.** Inhibition by GA of iron-induced lipid peroxidation (malondialdehyde) in rat brain homogenate. Rat brain homogenate was incubated in the presence of FeCl₃, and ascorbate (both at 100 mM final concentration), without (control) or with GA (0.001 – 100 μM). An aliquot was mixed with 100% TCA and 12 M thiobarbituric acid for developing the coloured product. The control contains only absolute ethanol (0.001%), which is the solvent concentration in the GA samples. Values are represent the mean ± S.D. (n = 6). *P < 0.05 vs. control.
millimolar concentration range.

Spectrophotometric and electrochemical evidences for GA-iron interaction

Since oxidation of Fe$^{2+}$ via direct electron abstraction by GA seems unlikely under aerobic conditions, one hypothesis is that GA forms a charge transfer complex with ferrous iron facilitating its oxidation by oxygen. This transition complex with Fe$^{2+}$ could deliver its electrons more readily than the Fe$^{2+}$–citrate complex and then form a more stable complex with Fe$^{3+}$. To test this hypothesis, absorption spectra of samples containing 70 μM GA with increasing concentrations of Fe$^{2+}$ (12.5 – 100 μM FeCl$_2$) or Fe$^{3+}$ (10 – 200 μM FeCl$_3$·6H$_2$O) were done in 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) containing 2 mM citrate. Figure 8 shows a typical spectrum of GA with maximum absorption at 273 nm (line a). Addition of either Fe$^{2+}$ or Fe$^{3+}$ induced a concentration-dependent increase in the maximum absorption of GA (Fig. 8A, lines b – h and Fig. 8B, lines b – i). The occurrence of a new family of spectra originated from GA spectrum was confirmed by the presence of an isosbestic point at a wavelength near 340 nm, which could be ascribed to the GA–Fe$^{3+}$-complex equilibrium.

Figure 9A shows a series of consecutive cyclic voltammograms for a glassy carbon electrode in contact with the 0.25 mM solution of GA in 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.2). The first scan to positive potentials showed two irreversible oxidation peaks at +0.250 and +0.40 V (left arrow), whose amplitude decreased upon second scanning and that we ascribe to a catechol oxidation process. In the second sweep, there was no peak, which we ascribe to a surface-localized process, analogous to another catechol derivative studied earlier (28). Figure 9, B – D, shows another series of cyclic voltammograms after addition of aliquots of Fe$^{3+}$ solutions to give concentrations of 100, 250, and 450 μM, respectively. It should be noted that there was a significant increase in the anodic current at +0.4 V when the concentration of Fe$^{3+}$ increases. There
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Fig. 7. Effects of GA and the •OH scavenger DMSO on oxidative damage of 2-deoxyribose (2.8 mM) induced by FeCl$_3$–EDTA plus ascorbate. Solutions were incubated for 60 min at 37°C in a medium consisting of 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.2), 2.8 mM 2-deoxyribose, 0.1 mM EDTA, 2.8 mM H$_2$O$_2$, and 25 μM FeCl$_3$. Reactions were initiated with 0.1 mM ascorbate (final concentration). Controls contain only absolute ethanol (0.001%), which is the solvent concentration in the GA samples. Values represent the mean ± S.D. (n = 3). *P < 0.05 vs. control.

![Fig. 8](image-url)  
Fig. 8. Spectrophotometric evidences of GA–iron ions interaction. Effects of FeCl$_2$ (Fe$^{2+}$ ions) (A) and FeCl$_3$ (Fe$^{3+}$ ions) (B) on GA UV–VIS spectrum (200 – 400 nm), in a incubation medium consisting of 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.2), 2 mM citrate, and 70 μM GA, at 28°C. Panel A: a) no FeCl$_2$ addition; b) 10, c) 30, d) 50, e) 70, f) 100, g) 130, and h) 160 μM FeCl$_2$. Panel B: a) no FeCl$_3$ addition; b) 12.5, c) 25, d) 37.5, e) 50, f) 62.5, g) 75, h) 87.5, and i) 100 μM FeCl$_3$. Scan speed was 2 nm/s. Typical tracings of three independent experiments are shown.
is also an additional broad peak, with a potential value around +0.70 V (right arrow), that could be ascribed to the oxidation of the catechol group coordinated to Fe$^{3+}$. These results and the evidence that a catechol redox process may occur in the presence of Fe$^{3+}$ (second scan) suggest that GA becomes coordinated to Fe$^{3+}$.

Figure 10 shows cyclic voltammograms of a solution of Fe$^{2+}$ in acetate buffer (pH 5), in order to avoid hydrolysis, in absence or presence of GA. Anodic peak in curve a at +0.45 V could be ascribed to oxidation of Fe$^{2+}$ to Fe$^{3+}$, and the consecutive reduction at $-0.055\,\text{V}$. In the presence of 210 $\mu\text{M}$ GA, the oxidation and reduction peak decreased significantly when the scan rate was 20 mV/s (peak b). This difference was smaller when the scan rate was 100 mV/s (data not shown), confirming the interaction between Fe$^{3+}$ and GA.

**Discussion**

PC12 is a cell line derived from rat pheochromocytoma which displays features of neuronal cells. Together with PCRCN, this cell line has been widely used as model for...
the investigation of neurodegeneration/neuroprotection and for testing potential neuroprotective compounds (28 – 34). A previous study demonstrated that iron and ascorbic acid synergistically induce apoptosis in PC12 cells with the involvement of lipid peroxidation and depletion of reduced glutathione (35). Here we have assessed the protective action of GA on PC12 cells and PCRCN incubated with an iron/ascorbate mixture and a strong protection against iron-induced oxidative cell damage was revealed.

The ability of GA to decrease ferrous ions concentration in association with increase in the rate of oxygen consumption suggests that it removes Fe\(^{2+}\) from the citrate complex, oxidizing it to a ferric form in a process that requires O\(_2\) as an electron acceptor. Therefore, GA decreases the amount of Fe\(^{2+}\) involved in the formation of •OH radical through Fenton-Haber Weiss-type reactions. The lack of major spectral differences between the two GA complexes (with Fe\(^{2+}\) or Fe\(^{3+}\)) may not be only due to oxidation of Fe\(^{2+}\) to Fe\(^{3+}\), but also due to reduction of Fe\(^{3+}\) to Fe\(^{2+}\) by GA, which could reload biological systems with Fe\(^{2+}\). The GA–Fe\(^{3+}\) complex could allow the oxidation of biologically relevant reducing agents like ascorbate, with consequent formation of Fe\(^{2+}\). GA inhibited the ascorbate-mediated reduction of Fe\(^{3+}\) to Fe\(^{2+}\), excluding a direct reduction of Fe\(^{3+}\) by GA as an explanation for the absence of major spectral differences between GA–Fe\(^{2+}\) and GA–Fe\(^{3+}\) complexes. The hypothesis that GA strongly interacts with iron is also demonstrated through the spectrophotometric and electrochemical techniques.

These results show for the first time that GA protects neuronal cells from iron-induced death, probably through its ability to interact with the metal, rendering it inactive for participation in catalytic reactive oxygen species formation through Fenton–Haber–Weiss reactions. They suggest, in addition, the formation of a transient charge transfer complex between Fe\(^{2+}\) and GA, accelerating Fe\(^{2+}\)-oxidation and formation of a more stable Fe\(^{3+}\)–GA complex unable to participate in Fenton–Haber–Weiss reactions and the propagation phase of lipid peroxidation. Indeed, a biologically relevant reducing agent like ascorbate was unable to reduce ferric iron in the presence of GA. In this regard, GA at micromolar concentrations was more effective than DMSO at millimolar concentrations in protecting 2-deoxyribose from iron-mediated oxidation. This suggests that GA, unlike typical •OH scavengers, does not interfere with the reaction between 2-deoxyribose and •OH radicals, supporting the notion that it acts by preventing •OH formation from Fe\(^{3+}\)–EDTA plus ascorbate rather than by trapping •OH radicals.

Two important aspects of the present results should be considered: i) a significant reversal of the iron-induced cytotoxicity was observed for GA concentrations below 1 \(\mu\)M and ii) pre-incubation of cells with GA was more effective than co-incubation. Therefore, GA confers cell protection by stimulating other cellular antioxidant/cytotoxic mechanisms in addition to its chelating/direct antioxidant properties. We believe the lipophilic character of GA could allow it to insert into cellular membrane and to prevent lipid peroxidation in situ. Indeed, the observed inhibition of lipid peroxidation by GA supports this hypothesis, particularly in PCRCN where the high levels of unsaturated fatty acids may increase their sensitivity to oxidative stress. On the other hand, the high efficacy of GA to prevent iron-induced cell damage could be explained by the formation of a redox active GA–Fe\(^{3+}\) complex. It may mimic superoxide dismutase activity maintaining the Fe-chelate within a continuous Fe\(^{3+}\)–Fe\(^{2+}\)–Fe\(^{3+}\) conversion, avoiding significant accumulation of Fe\(^{2+}\) or superoxide. In this regard, we recently demonstrated that the 2:1 mangiferin–Fe\(^{3+}\) complex was more effective than mangiferin alone, a catechol containing polyphenol, in scavenging reactive oxygen species and in protecting hepatocytes and isolated mitochondria from oxidative stress (36 – 38).

It is well established that chelating agents by which oxygen serves as an iron ligand promote oxidation of Fe\(^{2+}\), stabilizing Fe\(^{3+}\), thus decreasing its reducing potential (39). At physiological pH, catechols readily form thermodynamically stable bis complexes with ferric iron as bidentate ligands, favoured by low concentrations. The presence of a catechol moiety in the GA structure suggests such mechanism of iron interaction, which could explain the protection afforded against iron-induced neuronal cell damage. In this regard, we also previously demonstrated that mangiferin stimulates ferrous iron oxidation and prevents ferric iron reduction as at least part of its antioxidant mechanism (40 – 43).

It should be noted that at low micromolar concentrations GA was able to produce more than 50% protection against damage induced by millimolar concentrations of iron. Since in vivo the levels of free or loosely bound iron are hardly higher than 1 \(\mu\)M, even under iron overload (44), less than 2 \(\mu\)M GA (considering a 2:1 ratio for the GA–iron complex) would afford protection against iron-mediated cell damage. This represents around 2 \(\mu\)g/ml of GA, a concentration feasible to be reached in vivo. Therefore, GA may cross the blood–brain barrier and reach brain parenchyma in a concentration sufficient to elicit neuroprotection, as suggested by i) its polyphenol-like structure compatible with a potent free radical scavenging activity, ii) its capability to complex iron rendering it inactive to catalyze reactive oxygen species formation, and iii) its high QPlogP octanol/water of 6.449 (theoretical value).
Several free radical scavenging drugs are present in vivo at concentrations that would allow them to compete with biological molecules for reaction with ‘OH or HOCl; in order to compete, a scavenger must be present at no less than millimolar concentrations (45). Thus, it is possible that GA never achieves this concentration range. However, an antioxidant strategy in the human body is the safe sequestration of iron or copper ions into forms that do not catalyze this free radical formation. In this regard, we believe that GA, in a concentration perfectly reachable in vivo, protects neuronal cells from damage induced by iron mainly through its iron-complexing capability.

Other mechanisms reported for protection of neuronal cells from oxidative damage are the following: i) direct free radical/reactive oxygen species scavenging capability and ii) inhibition of stress-induced caspases activation (46). In fact, garcinol, a prenylated benzophenone structurally related with GA, presents potent free radical scavenging activity (47) and enhances neuronal survival in neuron-astrocyte co-cultures with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) treatment, reducing the expression of LPS-induced inflammatory mediators (48).

Our present results show for the first time a potential of GA against neuronal diseases associated with iron-induced oxidative stress, as long as iron has been implicated in the neuropathology of several neurodegenerative disorders (2 – 6) and cerebral ischemia (49, 50).
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